GPENreformation
on the Move for Protestant Communities of Peace!
Participatory action on peace and discord at Protestant schools worldwide

What is it about?
Live in peace and make peace!
GPENreformation would like to particularly promote these key qualities under the guiding
theme "Peace Education" in the years 2018 to 2021.
Therefore we want to find out together with you and other students from all over the world
how we can become a community of peacemakers and our Protestant schools can become
peace gardens. And for this we need your help!
We would like to find out where your school and other Protestant schools around the world are
experiencing a lack of peace, i.e. where there may be discord or conflicts, and in which
situations living and working together is particularly peaceful; because only if we know where
peace or discord prevails among you, we can – in a next step – jointly develop tailor-made
approaches and ideas for establishing and securing peace in Protestant schools around the
globe!

What is the plan?
We ask you for your cooperation on this topic:
Peace and discord at Protestant schools worldwide
Please refer to the guiding questions:
A:

What does peace mean?
What does discord mean?

B:

Where is peace at your school?
Where is discord at your school?

C:

Why is there peace at your school and what can you, your teachers, your school, or your
government do to ensure peace?
Why is there discord at your school and what can you, your teachers, your school, or
your government do to make peace?

We are looking forward to creative contributions for example in the form of
a short play that you film,
a self-written song that you record,
a photograph of yourself or others based on this theme,
an exciting text that you can compose together.
All submitted results will be published on the network website www.gpenreformation.net from
February 2019 as part of the digital peace exhibition of GPENreformation.

When is the deadline?
Send your creative contribution to the topic "Peace and discord at Protestant schools
worldwide" by January 31, 2019 to team@gpenreformation.net and become part of the
digital peace exhibition of GPENreformation!
With the submission you automatically give your consent for the publication of your
contribution on our website.

What is GPENreformation actually?
GPENreformation stands for "Global Pedagogical Network - Joining in Reformation". Under
this name over 700 Protestant schools, universities, churches, associations, and organizations
are linked. A goal of the network is to learn from and with one another to develop good
education and live in global solidarity.
If you would like to know more about GPENreformation, please visit our website at
www.gpenreformation.net. In addition to reports and information about our projects and
activities, you will also find the profile of your school and other Protestant schools around the
world on our world map!

Join us!

